Recognize. Rebuild. Restore.

Outstanding Results

Hamstreet &
Associates helps other
businesses recognize
problem areas, rebuild
the foundations of
ﬁnancial success,
and restore value.

Hamstreet & Associates is a business and turnaround consulting ﬁrm that
specializes in improving the ﬁnancial results of underperforming companies.
Through effective business assessment, crisis management, cost analysis, increased operational efﬁciency, ﬁnancial restructuring, and corporate reorganization, Hamstreet & Associates consistently achieves outstanding results. Our
highly skilled, experienced professionals serve clients with the passionate commitment and integrity they deserve.

Invaluable Aid in Times of Crisis
Running a company well in normal conditions may not equip management to
deal with the exceptional stress of troubled times. When a crisis does occur,
expert aid can be invaluable. Financial uncertainty is well-charted territory for
Hamstreet & Associates. We strive to help companies emerge with conﬁdence
from imperiled positions. When we go to work for a client, we bring our decades
of industry experience and our third-party impartiality. We bring the courage to
speak the facts and follow through on tough decisions. We bring our committed
desire to rescue the livelihoods of workers and communities. For us, no job is
routine. Through our efforts to step into the shoes of our clients, we give each
assignment everything we have to forge a successful result.

Practice Areas
Hamstreet & Associates offers ﬁve
principal practice areas:
Advisory Services
From time to time, all companies encounter questions they cannot answer
effectively using internal resources.
Hamstreet & Associates’ uniquely multidimensional team of advisors offers expert insight on a full range of ﬁnancial,
operational, and marketplace issues.
Business Assessment
Whether seeking to clarify where a
company stands or to uncover the

reasons for unsatisfactory economic
results, business assessments can yield
eye-opening information and play an
indispensable role in future ﬁnancial
success. Hamstreet & Associates
prides itself on performing assessments
rapidly, accurately, and honestly. Our
insightful reports assist senior management, lenders, investors, and other
stakeholders to perceive the truth
about a company’s ﬁnancial situation.
Financial Restructuring
Crisis situations may brew slowly, but
once visible they often surge quickly
out of control. Hamstreet & Associates’

ﬁnancial consultants possess special
expertise in rapidly assessing, stabilizing,
and managing crisis. Our restructuring
professionals work skillfully with the
client, lenders, and other parties to produce and implement creative, comprehensive ﬁnancial strategies that answer
present demands and lay the groundwork for meeting future challenges.
Operational Turnaround
Most troubled companies struggle with
operational issues in addition to cash
ﬂow problems and excess debt. With
decades of experience in repairing operations, Hamstreet & Associates has
engineered some of the most remarkable turnarounds in the industry. By
addressing operational and ﬁnancial
concerns side-by-side, Hamstreet &
Associates achieves dramatic results
and distinguishes itself from the many
consultants who take an exclusively
ﬁnancial approach.
Interim Management
Hamstreet & Associates’ multi-disciplined staff of advisors includes a
high proportion of senior executives
with diverse industry experience at
major regional, national, and international corporations. Our principals and
consultants frequently serve as CEO,
CRO, CFO, and COO. With extensive
practical, hands-on experience managing ﬁrms in the real world, our consultants specialize not only in running
what already works, but also in ﬁxing
what doesn’t.

Principal

What Our Clients Say

Clyde A. Hamstreet

The Board of Directors of
Southern States Cooperative,
Incorporated expresses its appreciation to Clyde A. Hamstreet
for his leadership and counsel to
the Board and management and
recognizes his extraordinary
insight and leadership in effecting
a remarkable turnaround which is
reﬂected in the improved ﬁnances
and operations of this Cooperative.

Clyde Hamstreet
has been a leading
ﬁgure in the national turnaround
industry for more
than 14 years,
with over 20
years’ experience in business consulting and restructuring. With expertise
in corporate ﬁnance, management,
and governance, Mr. Hamstreet is well
known in the industry for creative,
win-win solutions that build consensus
among diverse groups of stakeholders.
Serving in capacities including CEO,
CRO, CFO, President, and Director,
he has successfully restructured scores
of large and mid-sized companies and
led numerous initiatives to restore
underperforming ﬁrms to proﬁtability.
Clyde Hamstreet has twice won top
honors from the 10,000 member
National Turnaround Management
Association for his work.
• 2005 Turnaround of the Year
Award—Mega Company. This
award honors Hamstreet’s work on
behalf of the $1.5 billion Southern
States Cooperative.
• 1994 Turnaround Practitioner of
the Year for his work with Warm
Springs Forest Products Industries.

If you have questions about the ﬁnancial future of your
company, call us today for a conﬁdential consultation.

—Board of Directors,
Southern States Cooperative
A Consumer Products Safety
Commission recall drove our
company into bankruptcy and
many felt our 40 successful years
in business were over. One of
our best business decisions in this
crisis was to hire Clyde Hamstreet. His persistence, creativity,
and commitment to our ﬁrm
guided us past one obstacle after
another. Under his direction
we developed a comprehensive
restructuring plan that used
government regulations to our
advantage and reestablished our
valued customer and creditor
relationships. I would enthusiastically recommend Hamstreet
& Associates to any business
threatened by ﬁnancial crisis.
—Hutch Johnson, President,
Cadet Manufacturing Co.
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